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The Dissection of Fear 

 
Amongst the darkness they swarm, consuming everything in their path, leaving no 

space unoccupied. They're beetles, they're spiders, they’re moths, they’re the most 
undesirable beings. I can feel them inside my stomach, my head, and my heart. They inhabit 
my womb, creating reproductive complications where my body is supposed to thrive. They're 
my worst nightmares, my biggest fears, and my obsession. These creatures taunt my 
unconscious mind. I have dedicated my work to understanding and overcoming them in a 
conscious manner. Through the acquisition, analyzation, and reproduction of specimens, I 
have begun to understand the beauty hidden within their (widely perceived) grotesque 
existence while simultaneously purging myself of these fears. 

Fear and environment fuel my work the same way process does, through obsession. 
It is my rigor in rendering and in traditional tendencies that drive me to make multiples, 
focus on detail, and re-conceptualize the form of illustration through printmaking. How will 
this technique change the overall aesthetic? How can I fill this space? Is this the best way to 
communicate this attack? This frantic panic? This overwhelming event? Do we become more 
or less of ourselves through reproduction? Why are women constantly asking the same 
questions about their bodies? Specifically in the installation the International Museum of 
Physiological Anomaly, Presents: Ernest Younger & the Cygnus sapiens I pose these 
questions and ideas in an environment. By creating the two fictional characters, Ernest 
Younger and the Cygnus sapiens, I link two parts of myself that previously have felt 
separate— my printmaking and my obsession with collections regarding found object. 

On a most basic level my work is based on the dissection of ideas involving fear 
and feelings of being overwhelmed, while simultaneously deconstructing what it means to be 
a fertile being. The evolutionary process of plants and animals metaphorically mirrors our 
own developments. Instinctual habits of the animal kingdom relate to our “civilized” lives. A 
mother swan’s capability to fight off a predator, can function as a visual metaphor for ways 
we overcome seemingly impossible situations in our lives. These creatures are beautiful, 
delicate, yet strong and capable of survival. We are wild and fragile beings; we have similar 
wants, needs, and desires. Our bodies are incredibly resilient yet can fail us instantaneously.  

The obstacles we struggle to overcome may be great or insignificant regardless this 
struggle is all-consuming. These conflicts involve questions of identity, equality, self-worth, 
depression, growth, change, life, and ultimately death. It is these fundamental and undeniable 
questions that define our humanity. This fills me with a deep yearn, a desire, which demands 
my constant and continual production. 


